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Motivation: Request from MT system developers to include alternate translations of idiomatic expressions in the English translations of informal genres in order to facilitate better handling of idiomatic expressions.

Example, English translated from Chinese:
Teacher salaries are very high, is that so? If there comes a day when everyone will become a teacher [by hook or by crook | sharpen their heads], as popular as the civil servants of today, that will mean that teachers are really attractive.

- Original Chinese idiomatic expression: 削尖脑袋 (xuè jiān náodai)
- Fluent translation: by hook or by crook
- Literal translation: sharpen their heads

New Annotation Guidelines
- Both fluent and literal translation alternates were annotated for word-level tokenization and part-of-speech (POS), as in BOLT/GALE.
- Only the fluent translation alternates were annotated as part of the syntactic structure of the tree.
- Literal translation alternates and markup left flat under META tree nodes.
- An additional version of the trees was generated with the META nodes and their children removed from the trees, so only the fluent alternates appear in the resulting trees.
- Both versions of the trees are published, with and without literal alternates.

Adapting Annotation Pipeline Parsing Process
- Input annotation for parsing process = word-level tokenization and POS annotation, including both fluent and literal alternates.
- META tree nodes inserted to indicate the scope of the literal alternates, mainly automatically with subsequent manual validation.
- Literal alternates and markup (META nodes) removed prior to parsing.
- Parser run on input without literal alternates to reduce parser confusion.
- Literal alternates re-inserted in the parsed trees, tokens left flat under a META node.
- Resulting trees used in the treebank annotation pipeline, as input to manual syntactic annotation and correction.

Distribution of Translation Alternates (META Nodes) in the Annotated Corpus
- Total of 147,433 tokens/words (145,427 tokens without literal translation alternates), in a total of 5012 sentences.
- 288 alternate translation pairs, affecting 248 sentences.
  - NP (136 instances)
  - VP (88 instances)
  - S (23 instances)
  - Also ADJP, ADVP, FRAG, INTJ, NML, PP and UCP, each with less than 10 instances.

Informal Genre Treebank Corpora with Translation Alternates
- New translation treebank corpora in progress: English/Chinese SMS/Chat, English/Chinese conversational telephone speech (CTS), English/Egyptian Arabic SMS/Chat, English/Egyptian Arabic CTS.
- Multiple annotations: Parallel treebanks (Chinese, Egyptian Arabic) and word alignment also in progress → parallel aligned treebanks possible for DF, SMS/Chat, CTS.
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